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Abstract: Energy trading with electric vehicles provides opportunities to eliminate the high peak
demand for electric vehicle charging while providing cost saving and profits for all participants.
This work aims to design a framework for local energy trading with electric vehicles in smart
parking lots where electric vehicles are able to exchange energy through buying and selling prices.
The proposed architecture consists of four layers: the parking energy layer, data acquisition layer,
communication network layer, and market layer. Electric vehicles are classified into three different
types: seller electric vehicles (SEVs) with an excess of energy in the battery, buyer electric vehicles
(BEVs) with lack of energy in the battery, and idle electric vehicles (IEVs). The parking lot control
center (PLCC) plays a major role in collecting all available offer/demand information among parked
electric vehicles. We propose a market mechanism based on the Knapsack Algorithm (KPA) to
maximize the PLCC profit. Two cases are considered: electric vehicles as energy sellers and the
PLCC as an energy buyer, and electric vehicles as energy buyers and the PLCC as an energy seller.
A realistic parking pattern of a parking lot on a university campus is considered as a case study.
Different scenarios are investigated with respect to the number of electric vehicles and amount of
energy trading. The proposed market mechanism outperforms the conventional scheme in view of
costs and profits.
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1. Introduction

The grid integration of electric vehicles represents a unique and complex problem for the
distribution power system. This is due to the fact that electric vehicles act as loads while charging,
energy storage systems during the idle state, and distributed energy sources while discharging.
Different schemes have been considered in order to coordinate the charging/discharging process of
electric vehicles including grid control using incentives and time-varying prices supported by the grid
operator [1]. In South Korea, Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) is the sole electric power
provider. The current process of energy transactions in KEPCO prohibits direct energy trading between
prosumers and consumers. Therefore, all energy transactions among consumers and prosumers must
go through KEPCO [2]. As the penetration rate and the grid integration of renewable energy sources
(RES) such as photovoltaic, energy storage systems, and electric vehicles are continuously increasing,
more and more energy consumers are becoming energy prosumers. Energy prosumers are able to
generate part of their usage energy locally using RES while sharing the surplus energy with other
consumers [3]. Considering RES and the surplus energy of prosumers, the excess energy of prosumers
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can support the power grid during peak hours. However, there is a need for a new market model
that enables energy trading between consumers and prosumers in the electric distribution system [4].
The new market model should provide various promising advantages in the distribution power
systems including improved system efficiency, reduced system operation costs, and deferral of systems
upgrade. However, the realization of the new market model will require a reliable communication
network to support the real-time information exchange among electric vehicles. Considering the
increasing number of electric vehicles, the system should be scalable to handle a large number of
energy transactions among electric vehicles as well as maintain security and privacy for end user data.

Peer-to-peer energy trading is a new energy trading arrangement between consumers and
prosumers in the distribution power system. The authors in Ref. [5] presented a survey on energy
trading in the smart grid in view of enabling technologies, required frameworks, and desired outcomes.
The authors highlighted the key enabling technologies that are required for energy trading including
an energy storage system, renewable generation, electric vehicles, and communication. In Ref. [6],
the authors provided a review of existing peer-to-peer energy trading projects. Some of the energy
trading projects have focused on building business models and platforms to support energy trading
among members. Examples of these projects are those done by Vandebron, Picl, and the Sonnen
Community. Other projects have targeted the information and communication technologies (ICT) for
energy trading such as the PeerEnergyCloud project and the Smart Watts project.

With respect to electric vehicles, the authors in Ref. [7] presented a novel energy trading method
between two sets of electric vehicles. The first set includes drivers who can complete their daily
activity with an excess of energy in their batteries. The second set includes drivers who need
intermediate charging to complete their daily activities. Considering the grid price and vehicles’
mobility, an aggregator is considered to determine the trading price, and vehicles with excess energy
are allocated with vehicles that need to be charged at the same time and in the same area. The authors
in Ref. [8] proposed three representative market models for peer-to-peer energy trading in a community
microgrid with photovoltaic systems. The three market models are bill sharing, mid-market rate, and
the auction-based pricing strategy.

Energy trading with electric vehicles is expected to play an important role in the future distribution
power system supported by individual charging stations in home garages, public/private parking lots,
and fast charging stations. This work focuses on energy trading with electric vehicles in smart parking
lots. Smart parking lots are smart places that are capable of supporting both parking and charging
services for electric vehicles during their parking time for a price [9]. With respect to the electric
vehicle owner, the main objective is to charge an electric vehicle as quickly as possible considering
a low charging cost without considering the status of other electric vehicles nor the electricity price
or grid condition. On the contrary, the main objective of retailers and the parking lot operator is to
maximize the net profit. Thus, market mechanisms are different based on actors (parking lot operator,
retailers, customers, etc.) and the scale of the electric vehicle system (home, parking lots, fast charging
stations, etc.). The desired outcome of buying energy from another electric vehicle rather than the
main power grid may include economic benefits for owners such as cost minimization. However, there
are many operational benefits for utilities such as reduced dependence on the power grid, decreased
transmission losses, improved system efficiency, and balance between energy demand and supply [10].

Most of the previous research has focused on the grid integration of electric vehicles and how to
mitigate the impact of electric vehicle charging on the distribution power system; however, this work
focuses on energy trading with electric vehicles in smart parking lots. During parking time, owners
of electric vehicles can invest their batteries in energy trading with the parking lot operator or other
electric vehicles by selling the surplus energy in their battery. During the on-peak period, the parking
lot operator can get power from electric vehicles at a lower price compared with the grid wholesale
price. Also, the owners of electric vehicles can charge their electric vehicles at a low price during
off-peak time and resell it at a higher price during the on-peak period. There is a need for a new
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framework for energy trading between electric vehicles and the parking lot operator to facilitate the
new parking lot market operation. The main contributions of this work are:

• A framework for energy trading with electric vehicles in smart parking lots is designed.
• A four-layered architecture for energy trading in smart parking lots is proposed. It consists of a

parking energy layer, a data acquisition layer, a communication network layer, and a market layer.
• A market mechanism based on the Knapsack Algorithm is proposed to maximize the profit of the

parking lot operator.
• A real case study with a realistic parking pattern of a parking lot on a university campus

is considered.

This paper is structured as follows. We propose a four-layered architecture for energy trading
with electric vehicles in smart parking lots in Section 2. In Section 3, we develop a market mechanism
for energy trading based on the Knapsack Algorithm (KPA). Section 4 provides the performance
evaluation of a real case study of a university campus. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and gives
directions for future work.

2. Proposed System Architecture for Energy Trading in a Smart Parking Lot

Smart parking is considered to be a typical cyber and physical system. In order to manage the grid
integration of electric vehicles and minimize the impact of charging/discharging on the power grid,
reliable communication and data exchange among electric vehicles, charging stations and distribution
power system are needed. Based on the smart grid reference architecture [11] and the framework
for cyber-physical system [12], we propose a four-layered architecture for energy trading in a smart
parking lot, as shown in Figure 1. The proposed architecture consists of a parking energy layer, a data
acquisition layer, a communication network layer, and a market layer.
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2.1. Parking Energy Layer

The parking energy layer includes the distribution power system, transformers, feeders, and
charging stations. The distribution power system delivers electric power to charging stations at parking
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lots in residential, commercial, and industrial areas. Electric vehicles are connected to the distribution
power system to charge/discharge their batteries through charging stations. There are three basic
types of charging stations: slow charging, moderate charging, and fast charging.

2.2. Data Acquistion Layer

The data acquisition layer is responsible for collecting data from different electric vehicle
subsystem through sensor nodes and monitoring devices. Based on the application requirement,
slow/fast data acquisition modules are used. Taken the electric vehicle battery as an example, there are
a variety of sensor nodes that are used for monitoring the battery status, such as voltage, current,
and temperature.

2.3. Communication Network Layer

Information and communication technologies aim to support and manage the energy transfer
between electric vehicles and the power grid. The communication network layer enables real-time
data exchange between different components in the electric vehicle system. The communication
infrastructure consists of communication devices, wired/wireless communication connections, routers,
switches, servers, etc.

2.4. Market Layer

The market Layer represents the business view of the smart parking lot. It consists of two parts:
the wholesale market and the retail market. The main participants in the market domain are selling
vehicles, buying vehicles, the parking lot operator (PLO) and the distribution system operator (DSO).
The main processes of the market layer include bidding, decision, energy exchange, and settlement.

3. Proposed Market Mechanism

There are two main parts that are needed in order to enable energy trading in a smart parking lot:
a physical energy network and a virtual energy market platform [13]. The physical energy network is
required for energy transfer among electric vehicles and the parking lot operator, while the virtual
energy market platform is needed to enable a local energy market for energy selling and buying.
Communication networks are used to exchange information among different components of the
smart parking lot. Figure 2 shows an overview of the proposed energy trading system in a smart
parking lot. The main components are input data, collecting bids, auction, declare and notification,
energy exchange, and settlement.

We assume that each charging station is capable of collecting information regarding the vehicles’
arrival time, departure time, and participation in the energy trading market. The parking lot
control center monitors the status of all charging stations and coordinates the charging (parking
lot-to-vehicles (PL2V)) and discharging (vehicles-to-parking lot (V2PL)) operations of each station.
Different wired/wireless communication technologies could be used for communication between the
parking lot control center (PLCC) and charging stations. Table 1 shows an overview of the proposed
energy trading in a smart parking lot.

Table 1. Overview of proposed smart parking lot characteristics.

Characteristic

Smart Parking Lot PL2V and V2PL
Energy Trading Objective Profit maximization for PLCC

Scale Single parking lot, multiple parking lots
Control Type Centralized solution, decentralized solution
Price Model Time of use (TOU), real-time price (RTP)

PLCC: parking lot control center; PL2V: Parking Lot-to-Vehicles; V2PL: Vehicles-to-Parking Lot.
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Figure 3 shows the system model of a smart parking lot. The PLCC is responsible for managing
the charging of parked electric vehicles based on their status data (arrival time, departure time, state of
charge (SOC)). We classified electric vehicles into three different types: seller electric vehicles (SEVs)
with an excess of energy in the battery, buyer electric vehicles (BEVs) with lack of energy in the battery,
and idle electric vehicles (IEVs).

• Seller electric vehicles (SEVs) denoted SEVi, i = 1, 2, . . . , N. SEVs have extra power and represent
energy providers.

• Buyer electric vehicles (BEVs) denoted BEVj, j = 1, 2, . . . , K. BEVs demand power for charging
and represent energy consumers.

• Idle electric vehicles (IEVs) do not participate in any energy trading activities.

In this work, the market mechanism for the smart parking lot was implemented based on the
Knapsack Algorithm (KPA) [14] and deployed in the PLCC. The main objective of the PLCC is to
coordinate the energy trading among SEVs, BEVs, and PLCC. Each SEV can submit an energy request
RSEVi for selling energy at time t. RSEVi is represented by (SEVID, SEVSA, SEVSP) where SEVID, SEVSA,
SEVSP are the vehicle identification, the amount of energy to be exchanged, and the suggested price of
energy, respectively. Also, BEVs request the amount of energy for charging from the PLCC. Each BEV
can submit an energy demand request (RBEVj) at time t. RBEVj is represented by (BEVID, BEVBA, BEVBP)
where BEVID, BEVBA, BEVBP are the vehicle identification, the amount of demand energy for charging,
and the offered price of energy, respectively. The PLCC gathers all offer/demand requests and selects
a set of electric vehicles to trade with. The main objective of PLCC is to maximize the total profit as
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given in Equation (1). The PLCC aims to maximize energy selling to charging vehicles and minimize
purchasing/buying energy from discharging vehicles while respecting vehicles’ requirements.

Maximize PROFITPLCC

T

∑
t=1

N

∑
i=1

K

∑
j=1

(BAt
j × BPt

j × xt
j − SAt

i × SPt
i × xt

i ) (1)

where
BAt

j Buying amount of energy by BEVj at time t

BPt
j Buying price by BEVj at time t

xt
j Allocation index for BEVj at time t

SAt
i Selling amount of energy by SEVi at time t

SPt
i Selling price by SEVi at time t

xt
i Allocation index for SEVi at time t

T Number of auction time interval
N Number of SEVs
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Figure 3. System model for energy trading in a smart parking lot.

The main objective of PLCC is to maximize its profits (PROFITPLCC) by selling/buying energy
to/from electric vehicles as well as the power grid, as given in Equation (2).

PROFITPLCC =
T

∑
t=0

(RevenuePLCC,t − COSTPLCC,t) (2)

where
RevenuePLCC,t Total revenue earned by PLCC
COSTPLCC,t Total cost paid by the PLCC
T Number of scheduling intervals per day

The total revenue of PLCC (RevenuePLCC,t) includes selling energy to the grid as well as selling
energy for charging EVs, as given in Equation (3).

RevenuePLCC,t = RevenueSTG,t + RevenueSTV,t (3)
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RevenueSTG,t = PSTG,t × pSTG,t × ∆t (4)

RevenueSTV,t = ∆t ×
K

∑
i=1

PSTV,i,t × pSTV,i,t (5)

where
RevenueSTG,t Revenue earned by providing power from SEVs to the grid (selling to grid)
RevenueSTV,t Revenue earned by supporting power to charging BEVs (selling to BEVs)
PSTG,t Power sold to the grid in kW
pSTG,t Electricity price in money unit per kWh
∆t Length of scheduling interval
K Number of BEVs
PSTV,i,t Power used to charge BEVi in kW
pSTV,i,t Electricity price in money unit per kWh

The total cost of PLCC (COSTPLCC,t) includes buying energy from the grid as well as buying
energy from SEVs, as given in Equation (6).

COSTPLCC,t = COSTBFG,t + COSTBFV,t (6)

COSTBFG,t = PBFG,t × pBFG,t × ∆t (7)

COSTBFV,t = ∆t ×
N

∑
i=1

PBFV,i,t × pBFV,i,t (8)

where
COSTBFG,t Cost of energy purchased from the grid
COSTBFV,t Cost of energy purchased from SEVs
PBFG,t Power bought from the grid in kW
pBFG,t Electricity price in money units per kWh
∆t Length of scheduling interval
N Number of SEVs
PBFV,i, Discharge power from SEVi in kW
pBFV,i Electricity price in money unit per kWh

4. Simulation Results

This section evaluates the performance of the proposed market mechanism for campus parking
lots at Chonbuk National University, Jeonju Campus, South Korea. The market mechanism was
evaluated from the PLCC perspective. There are 8 parking lots distributed around the campus
(CBNU-PL1~CBNU-PL8), as shown in Figure 4.

4.1. Electric Vehicle Model

Real data for vehicles’ arrivals and departures were collected on a weekday (Tuesday 15 May
2018) from 6:00 a.m. until 18:30 p.m. at the parking lot of engineering building 2–7 (CBNU-PL3),
as shown in Figure 5. CBNU-PL3 serves faculty members, employees, and students. The arrival and
departure times were based on working hours and student class schedules.

Different brands for electric vehicles in South Korea were considered based on Ref. [15].
The specifications of electric vehicles are given in Table 2. The amount of selling/buying energy
of each vehicle was considered to be 50 percentage of the battery capacity.
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Figure 5. Typical parking utilization during weekdays (CBNU-PL3), 15 May 2018.

Table 2. Electric vehicle specification.

Vehicle Model Battery Capacity Fuel Economy (Km/kWh) Release Year

SOUL 27 kWh 5.0 2014
LEAF 24 kWh 5.2 2014

SM3 Z.E. 22 kWh 4.4 2013
BMW i3 18 kWh 5.9 2014

RAY 16 kWh 5.0 2012

Table 3 shows the electric vehicle charging tariff by KEPCO. The electric vehicle charging tariff is
different based on the time period (off-peak, mid-peak and on-peak) and the season (summer, spring,
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fall and winter) [14]. We assumed that selling/buying prices were randomly selected based on KEPCO
electric vehicle charging tariff in the range of [50, 200] KRW.

Table 3. Electric vehicle charging tariff [16].

Time Classification
Energy Charge (KRW/kWh)

Summer Spring/Fall Winter

Off-Peak
Low voltage

57.6 58.7 80.7
Mid-Peak 145.3 70.5 128.2
On-Peak 232.5 75.4 190.8

Different scenarios were considered for energy trading with respect to the load profile of
engineering building 2–7 shown in Figure 6, and the minimum and maximum power consumption
given in Table 4. These scenarios were as follows: (a) Scenario (1)—a standalone parking lot with
10 charging stations and energy trading of 50 kWh, (b) Scenario (2)—two parking lots with 20 charging
stations and energy trading of 100 kWh, (c) Scenario (3)—four parking lots with 40 charging stations
and energy trading of 200 kWh, and (d) Scenario (4)—eight parking lots with 80 charging stations and
energy trading of 400 kWh. Table 5 shows a list of the simulation scenarios. We assumed that the excess
energy from electric vehicles could support the peak demand of university buildings. The feeding of
excess power from electric vehicles to the grid was not considered in this work.
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Figure 6. Load profile of engineering building 2–7 from 8 May 2018 to 14 May 2018.

Table 4. Power consumption of engineering building 2–7 (8 May 2018~14 May 2018).

Day Power Consumption (kW)

Min Max

Tuesday 75 152
Wednesday 77.8 144.6
Thursday 79.7 243

Friday 72.6 131.1
Saturday 78 102.5
Sunday 74.7 101.8
Monday 77.8 150.5
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Table 5. Simulation scenarios.

Number of Parking Lots Case Demand

Scenario (1) Single PL
10 Charging Stations

Case (1): SEVs
Case (2): BEVs 50 kWh

Scenario (2) 2-PLs
20 Charging Stations

Case (3): SEVs
Case (4): BEVs 100 kWh

Scenario (3) 4-PLs
40 Charging Stations

Case (5): SEVs
Case (6): BEVs 200 kWh

Scenario (4) 8-PLs
80 Charging Stations

Case (7): SEVs
Case (8): BEVs 400 kWh

4.2. Standalone Parking Lot: Electric Vehicles as Sellers and the PLCC as a Buyer

All vehicles in case (1) were considered to be selling vehicles. The energy bought from SEVs
could be used to support the load demand of engineering building 2–7 or used to charge other electric
vehicles. Considering a local demand of 50 kWh, the PLCC selected a set of electric vehicles to satisfy
the local demand, as given in Algorithm 1. Tables 6 and 7 compare the proposed energy trading
mechanism using the Knapsack Algorithm (KPA) with the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheme. In the
FCFS scheme, the PLCC selects electric vehicles that request selling first. In KPA, the PLCC sorts the
revenue in an ascending order in order to minimize the cost of buying energy from SEVs. The PLCC
selects a set of electric vehicles with lower selling prices to trade with. The simulation results of Figure 7
show that the proposed energy trading mechanism based on KPA outperforms the FCFS scheme with a
reduction in costs of about 47%. For a single parking lot with 10 electric vehicles as sellers, the average
parking lot costs would be about 4334 KRW and 2508 KRW for FCFS and KPA, respectively.

Table 6. Case (1) with the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) scheme for electric vehicles as sellers and the
PLCC as a buyer.

Seller Vehicles FCFS

Amount
(kWh)

Price
(KRW/kWh) xt

i
Amount
(kWh)

EV’s Revenue
(KRW)

OPEX
KRW/kWh

COSTPLCC
Seller Profit

(KRW)

SEV1 12 81 1 12 972 516 456
SEV2 12 60 1 12 720 516 204
SEV3 9 171 1 9 1539 387 1152
SEV4 8 146 1 8 1168 344 824
SEV5 11 189 0.81 9 1701 387 1314
SEV6 9 59 0 0 0 0 0
SEV7 12 166 0 0 0 0 0
SEV8 13.5 190 0 0 0 0 0
SEV9 8 85 0 0 0 0 0

SEV10 12 193 0 0 0 0 0

Total 106.5 50 6100 2150 3950

Table 7. Case (1) with the Knapsack Algorithm (KPA) scheme for electric vehicles as sellers and the
PLCC as a buyer.

Seller Vehicles Proposed KPA

Amount
(kWh)

Price
(KRW/kWh) xt

i
Amount
(kWh)

EVs
Revenue
(KRW)

OPEX
KRW/kWh

COSTPLCC
Seller Profit

(KRW)

SEV6 9 59 1 9 531 387 144
SEV2 12 60 1 12 720 516 204
SEV9 8 85 1 8 680 344 336
SEV1 12 81 1 12 972 516 456
SEV4 8 146 1 8 1168 344 824
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Table 7. Cont.

Seller Vehicles Proposed KPA

Amount
(kWh)

Price
(KRW/kWh) xt

i
Amount
(kWh)

EVs
Revenue
(KRW)

OPEX
KRW/kWh

COSTPLCC
Seller Profit

(KRW)

SEV3 9 171 0.11 1 171 43 128
SEV7 12 166 0 0 0 0 0
SEV5 11 189 0 0 0 0 0

SEV10 12 193 0 0 0 0 0
SEV8 13.5 190 0 0 0 0 0

Total 106.5 50 4242 2150 2092
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Algorithm 1. Market Mechanism for Discharging-Seller Vehicles (SEVs)

Input: W—Peak Demand, SA—Selling Amount, SP—Selling Price
Output: Total Profits, Total Selling Energy, Number of Served EVs
1: Compute Profit
2: Sort Profit in ascending order
3: for i = 1 to N do
4: x[i] = 0
5: end for
6: weight = 0
7: for i = 1 to N
8: if weight + SA[i] ≤ W then
9: x[i] = 1
10: weight = weight + w[i]
11: else
12: x[i] = (W − weight)/w[i]
13: Weight = W
14: break
15: end if
16: end for

4.3. Standalone Parking Lot: Electric Vehicles as Buyers and the PLCC as a Seller

All vehicles in Case (2) were considered to be buying vehicles. Each vehicle requests the amount
of buying energy that is required for charging and the buying price that vehicle owner is willing to pay.
In order to maximize the PLCC profit from buying vehicles, the PLCC sorts profit in a descending order,
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as shown in Algorithm 2. Tables 8 and 9 compare the proposed energy trading mechanism using KPA
with the FCFS scheme. In KPA, the PLCC selects a set of electric vehicles with higher buying prices to
trade with. Figure 8 compares the total profits of the proposed energy trading mechanism based on
the KPA and FCFS schemes. The proposed energy trading mechanism based on KPA outperforming
the FCFS scheme with a profit increase of about 44%. For a single parking lot with 10 electric vehicles
as buyers, the average parking lot profits would be about 4334 KRW and 5964 KRW for FCFS and
KPA, respectively.

Table 8. Case (2) with FCFS for electric vehicles as buyers and the PLCC as a seller.

Buyer Vehicles FCFS

Amount
(kWh)

Price
(KRW/kWh)

xt
j

Amount
(kWh)

Revenue
(KRW)

OPEX
KRW/kWh

PLCC Profit
(KRW)

BEV1 12 81 1 12 972 516 456
BEV2 12 60 1 12 720 516 204
BEV3 9 171 1 9 1539 387 1152
BEV4 8 146 1 8 1168 344 824
BEV5 11 189 0.81 9 1701 387 1314
BEV6 9 59 0 0 0 0 0
BEV7 12 166 0 0 0 0 0
BEV8 13.5 190 0 0 0 0 0
BEV9 8 85 0 0 0 0 0

BEV10 12 193 0 0 0 0 0

Total 106.5 50 6100 2150 3950

Table 9. Case (2) with KPA scheme for electric vehicles as buyers and the PLCC as a seller.

Buyer Vehicles Proposed FNS

Amount
(kWh)

Price
(KRW/kWh)

xt
j

Amount
(kWh)

Revenue
(KRW)

OPEX
KRW/kWh

PLCC Profit
(KRW)

BEV8 13.5 190 1 13.5 2565 580.5 1984
BEV10 12 193 1 12 2316 516 1800
BEV5 11 189 1 11 2079 473 1606
BEV7 12 166 1 12 1992 516 1476
BEV3 9 171 0.16 1.5 256 64.5 192
BEV4 8 146 0 0 0 0 0
BEV1 12 81 0 0 0 0 0
BEV9 8 85 0 0 0 0 0
BEV2 12 60 0 0 0 0 0
BEV6 9 59 0 0 0 0 0

Total 106.5 50 9208 2150 7058
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Algorithm 2. Market Mechanism for Charging-Buyer Vehicles (BEVs)

Input: W—Peak Demand, BA—Buying Amount, BP—Buying Price
Output: Total Profits, Total Buying Energy, Number of Served EVs
1: Compute Profit
2: Sort Profit in descending order
3: for j = 1 to K do
4: x[j] = 0
5: end for
6: weight = 0
7: for j = 1 to k
8: if weight + BA[j] ≤ W then
9: x[j] = 1
10: weight = weight + w[j]
11: else
12: x[j] = (W − weight)/w[j]
13: Weight = W
14: break
15: end if
16: end for

4.4. Multiple Parking Lots

We investigated the impact on costs and profits for multiple parking lots with respect to the
number of electric vehicles and the amount of energy trading. Four scenarios were considered as given
in Table 5. Figure 9 shows the average parking lot costs with different numbers of selling vehicles
(10, 20, 40 and 80) for the four considered scenarios. The results show that the market mechanism
using KPA decreases the costs compared with the FCFS scheme. in Scenario 4, with 80 electric vehicles,
the average parking lot costs are about 17,410 KRW with a cost reduction of about 46.6% compared
with 32,622 KRW in the case of FCFS, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 11 shows the average parking lot profits with different numbers of buying vehicles (10, 20,
40 and 80). The market mechanism using KPA increases the profits compared with the FCFS scheme.
The average parking lot profits are about 47,990 KRW with a profit increase of about 32% compared
with 32,622 KRW in the case of FCFS with 80 electric vehicles, as shown in Figure 12.
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5. Conclusions

We proposed a framework for energy trading in a smart parking lot. The proposed architecture
consists of four layers: a parking energy layer, a data acquisition layer, a communication network layer,
and a market layer. Electric vehicles were classified into three different types: seller vehicles, buyer
vehicles, and idle vehicles. Based on the battery status, each vehicle decides its role for buying/selling
energy from/to the PLCC. We developed a market mechanism for the PLCC based on the Knapsack
Algorithm. We considered a real case study with a realistic parking pattern of a parking lot on a
university campus. The simulation results showed that our proposed market mechanism can achieve
better performance and cost saving for all participants including selling vehicles, buying vehicles, and
the parking lot operator.

Author Contributions: Both authors contributed equally to this work.

Funding: This work was supported by research funds of Chonbuk National University in 2017 and the National
Research Foundation of Korea (NRF) funded by the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning (2017-004868).
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Nomenclature

SEVs Seller electric vehicles
BEVs Buyer electric vehicles
IEVs Idle electric vehicles
PLCC Parking lot control center
KPA Knapsack Algorithm
KEPCO Korea Electric Power Corporation
RES Renewable energy sources
ICT Information and communication technologies
EV Electric vehicle
EVCS Electric vehicle charging station
IED Intelligent electronic device
PLO Parking lot operator
DSO Distribution system operator
PL2V Parking lot-to-vehicles
V2PL Vehicles to-parking lot
TOU Time of use
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RTP Real-time price
SOC state of charge
BAt

j Buying amount of energy by BEVj at time t
BPt

j Buying price by BEVj at time t
xt

j Allocation index for BEVj at time t
SAt

i Selling amount of energy by SEVi at time t
SPt

i Selling price by SEVi at time t
xt

i Allocation index for SEVi at time t
T Number of auction time interval
N Number of SEVs
K Number of BEVs
RevenuePLCC,t Total revenue earned by PLCC
COSTPLCC,t Total cost paid by the PLCC
RevenueSTG,t Revenue earned by providing power from SEVs to the grid
RevenueSTV,t Revenue earned by supporting power to BEVs charging
PSTG,t Power sold to the grid in kW
pSTG,t Electricity price in money unit per kWh
∆t Length of scheduling interval
PSTV,i,t Power used to charge BEVi in kW
pSTV,i,t Electricity price in money unit per kWh
COSTBFG,t Cost of energy purchased from grid
COSTBFV,t Cost of energy purchased from SEVs
PBFG,t Power bought from grid in kW
pBFG,t Electricity price in money unit per kWh
PBFV,i, Discharge power from SEVi in kW
pBFV,i, Electricity price in money unit per kWh
CBNU Chonbuk National University
PL Parking lot
FCFS First-come-first-serve
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